Elevated EDM are proud to bring you their sixth release with another whopping outstanding EDM pack
ready for that summer vibe ‘Summer Festival EDM Drops’ bringing you 25 professional songstarters
packed full of features and produced by a professional producer. If you’re looking for inspiration for your
next huge summer hit them look no further than this pack. Each Kit includes 24-Bit WAV files as well as
MIDI.
These loops and samples have been inspired by the top EDM artists and festivals/carnivals from around
the world and have been carefully crafted to inspire your next EDM hit track.
Each kit featuring enough material to spawn an entire new track, including MIDI & WAV audio loops plus
all of the professional features, Loops are provided in both wet(with effects) and rendered dry (no FX) so
you’re free to add your own to help gel these superb EDM samples in to your own mixes.
For audio loop users there’s filter up and down sections as well as FX tail loops to allow you to easily use
the samples in build ups and breakdowns. With MIDI files included for main melodic parts you’re also
free to break out your own synths and use your favourite presets to create your own sound.
The MIDIs included in the pack are also a great source of inspiration for those writers block moments
even the pros need motivation and inspiration from time to time, you can also learn how these have
been constructed and change/tweak the MIDI to your own taste, these have been constructed with high
energy in mind.

Product Specifications:
* 25 x Summer Festival EDM Drop Construction Kits.
* All Wav Files 24-Bit.
* MIDI Files For All Kits.
* Wet & Dry Loops
* Drums With Or Without Compression
* Several Percussion Variations.
* Filtered Up & Down Wavs.
* FX Tail Wavs Included.
* BPM 128 & Key Info Names On File/Folders
* Professionally Produced.
* 100% Royaly Free.
* All Kits At 128BPM.
Miscellaneous Pack Info:665 x Kit Files In Total – Includes 50 x MIDI Files.
1.86GB Zipped | 2.42GB Unzipped.

